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THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL RIADS
Marrakesh has countless charming riads. But don’t worry, you
won’t need to spend hours online to find that rare gem: we’ve
compiled a selection of the best addresses for you.
> Ksar Char-Bagh: the old Andalusian Palace
Ksar Char-Bagh is a small private palace set in the heart of Marrakesh’s beautiful Palmeraie. From the large Moorish patio, you
can admire the fountains and the citrus and olive groves that
stretch as far as the eye can see in the hotel’s vast park. After
dark, immerse yourself in the books in the art library or head to
the old smoking lounge, which encourages visitors to share their
secrets. A place brimming with history, where every passing day
is a journey in itself.

KSAR C HAR - BAGH
DJ NAN ABIAD,
L A PAL ME R AIE B .P. 12478

+212 5243-29244
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info@ksarcharbagh.fr
conciergerie@ksarcharbagh.fr
ksarcharbagh.fr
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> Riad El Fenn: an oasis in the Medina
Vanessa and Howell Branson became hoteliers somewhat by
accident, opening El Fenn in 2004 after falling in love with it
at first sight. Divided into several riads, El Fenn is considered
one of the city’s most beautiful hotels, its ever y detail
a perfect combination of luxury and authenticity. The decor,
colours, fabrics and furnishings are constantly revamped to
provide a new experience each time you visit. Make sure to
check out the sumptuous rooftop, a perfect perch from which

© K A S I A G AT KO W S K A

to gaze out over the Medina.
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RIA D EL F ENN
DERB MOUL AY A B D E L L A H B E N H E Z Z I A N ,
B A B EL KS OUR

+212 5 24 44 12 20

contact@el-fenn.com
el-fenn.com
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FEEL LIKE A PASHA
WHILE SIPPING
A MOCHA
Marrakesh, 1910. Colette, Maurice Ravel, Josephine Baker and
Winston Churchill meet for an Arabic coffee at the Dar el
Bacha Palace – ‘the pasha’s house’. Over a century later, this
historic building, now restored and known as the Musée des
Confluences, still has its precious lounge nestled inside an inner
courtyard. You can choose your 100% Arabica coffee by
continent, bean type and time of day.
© B AC H A CO F F E M A R R A K E C H - DA R E L B AC H A , M U S É E D E S CO N F L U E N C E S

BAC HA COFFE E M ARRAKECH
R OUTE SIDI ABDEL AZI Z

T U E – S U N : 10am / 6pm
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+212 5 24 38 12 93
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IN SEARCH OF
THE PERFECT CARPET
Talking about Moroccan artisanship without mentioning
carpets is inconceivable. In Marrakesh, you’ll find hundreds of
shops selling more or less authentic ones. We recommend a
trip to the showrooms of Soufiane and Ismaïl Zarib, two brothers
who have rugs in their blood, as it were. Foregoing shop
windows and displays, their business runs by word of mouth.
Inside, you’ll find hundreds of carpets from the Beni Ourain,
Taznakht and Boujad regions displayed in modern salons that
will make you want to redo your interior. You’re bound to find
the rug of your dreams here.

SH OWR O OM 16
16 R U E R IAD L A ÂROUSS
DAR E L BAC H A

+212 6 15 28 56 90
+212 6 61 85 34 87
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BOUTI QUE ZA RIB
RUE HOUD D O UD
M A JORELLE

soufiane-zarib .com
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Beni Ourain

Azilal

Boujad

Boucherouite

Beni Mguild

Kilim

- Beni Ourain: knotted wool carpet. Usually white and black,
the patterns on these rugs are rather simple and presented
graphically.
- Azilal: knotted wool carpet. Visually busier, these rugs can be
very colourful or black and white.
- Boujad: highly original decorative item that should be
considered a work of art. Some models take months to
complete.
- Boucherouite: patchwork rug made of recycled materials
such as fabric and scraps of clothing.
- Beni Mguild: made in the Middle Atlas Mountains, these
carpets were originally designed for use in winter and were
valued for their powerful warming and insulating properties.
- Kilim: rug from the Near East and Central Asia made of
cotton and goat wool and woven using a technique dating
back over 10,000 years.
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ROOMS YOU’LL REMEMBER
FOR THE REST
OF YOUR LIFE
From romantic villas to ultra-local B&Bs, from Andalusian
palaces to traditional riads, Marrakesh is teeming with an
exceptional range of accommodation – you’ll find some of the
most incredible options outside the city.

> The favourite retreat of aesthetes
This retreat is set in the foothills of the mountains, in the idyllic
Ourika Valley. Only 35 minutes from Marrakesh, these eco-friendly Berber lodges offer a radical change of scenery for anyone
wanting to escape from the urban chaos for a bit.
© KASBAH BAB OURIKA

KA S B A H B A B O U R I KA
VA LLÉE OURIKA , T N I N E O U R I KA
40 ki l om e te rs f ro m M a rra ke sh

Reser vations on
+212 668 74 95 47

kasbahbabourika.com

From 150€ (double) to 1,650€ (private villa
with swimming pool) per night
Three-night minimum stay
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> The unconventional riad
Designed by the artist Jean-François Fourtou, Dar el Sadaka
is a truly unclassifiable villa in the heart of the Palmeraie,
20 minutes from the Medina. It’s a bucolic haven where
art features prominently. From the giant’s house, in which
all the furniture and objects are twice as big as normal,
to the upside-down house with its roof resting on the
ground, to rooms inhabited by animal sculptures, the entire
villa invites you into an unsettling and magical universe.
NB: Dar el Sadaka is only available to rent in its entirety …
Time to call a group of your best friends!

VIL L A DAR E L SADAKA
8 R U E DE BAB AYL AN
10 ki l om eters f rom M arrakesh

info@darelsadaka.com
darelsadaka.com
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Only available for exclusive rental,
starting from 3,400€ per night
Three-night minimum stay for up to 20 people
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THE MUSEUM WHERE
EVERYTHING IS FOR SALE
A few steps from El Fenn, on this narrow street leading to the
heart of the Medina, just before you reach the red café on your
right, enter this palace from another era. Everything you see
here is for sale.
In this labyrinth of antiques, you’ll find centuries-old backgammon
sets, improbable solid wood thrones and Judaized Berber
liturgical objects dating from before the Arab conquests. A
veritable Ali Baba’s cave, where time seems to stand still.

TRÉS OR DES M I L L E E T U N E N U I TS
8 RUE EL KS OU R

+212 5 24 44 09 31
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ENJOY A DRINK IN
A HAVEN
OF TRANQUILLITY
The beautiful Beldi Country Club not only has a souk where you
can buy carpets, pottery and embroidery, but also a workshop
where you can watch glassmakers in flip-flops produce
Morocco’s famous hand-blown glass.
While you’re there, go for a stroll through the hotel’s beautiful
gardens and greenhouses, followed by lunch or a drink by one
of the magnificent pools, where you can also take a dip. Just
20 minutes from downtown Marrakesh, the Beldi Country Club
provides a particularly welcome escape from the hustle and
bustle of the Medina.
© B E L D I CO U N T RY C L U B M A R R A K E C H

BE L DI COU N TRY CLUB M ARRAKECH
K M 6 R O UT E D’AM I ZM I Z – CHRI FI A

+212 5243-83950
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contact@verrebeldi.com
verrebeldi.com/fabrique
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MARRAKESH
WE TESTED 1,000 PLACES
AND INCLUDED ONLY THE 30 BEST
Yves St Laurent’s private library, the best orange juice in the
legendary Jamaa el-Fna square, the most beautiful riads and the
best restaurants far from the tourist crowds, the search of the perfect carpet, a night in a tent in the desert, a secret museum where
everything is for sale …
The ‘Soul of ’ collection is a new approach to the art of travel that
consists of vagabonding around, chance encounters and unforgettable
experiences. Guidebooks that unlock the hidden doors of a city,
capture its essence and delve into every last nook and cranny to
uncover its soul.
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